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Abstract
Altered neuronal activity in the striatum appears to be a key component of Huntington’s disease
(HD), a fatal, neurodegenerative condition. To assess this hypothesis in freely behaving transgenic
rats that model HD (tgHDs), we used chronically implanted micro-wires to record the spontaneous
activity of striatal neurons. We found that relative to wild-type controls, HD rats suffer from
population-level deficits in striatal activity characterized by a loss of correlated firing and fewer
episodes of coincident spike bursting between simultaneously recorded neuronal pairs. These results
are in line with our previous report of marked alterations in the pattern of striatal firing in mouse
models of HD that vary in background strain, genetic construct, and symptom severity. Thus, loss
of coordinated spike activity in striatum appears to be a common feature of HD pathophysiology,
regardless of HD model variability.
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INTRODUCTION
Huntington’s disease (HD) is a dominantly inherited neurodegenerative disorder caused by a
polyglutamine (CAG) expansion in the coding region of the huntingtin gene (HDCRG,
1993). Symptoms, including cognitive and emotional disturbances and adventitious
movement, typically begin in middle age and progressively worsen until death (Harper, 1996).
Although the hallmark of HD is neuronal death, emerging evidence suggests that disease
progression results from a cascade of dysfunction at multiple levels of network organization
that precede cell death (Cepeda et al., 2007; Palop et al., 2006). For example, several lines of
transgenic HD mouse models show behavioral symptoms before cell loss (Levine et al.,
2004). A key target of this cascade is GABAergic medium spiny neurons (MSNs) in striatum.
In fact, progression of the HD phenotype is thought to be linked in part to changes in anatomical
(Klapstein et al., 2001; Spires et al., 2004) and intrinsic properties (Cepeda et al., 2003; Joshi
et al., 2009; Laforet et al., 2001; Milnerwood and Raymond, 2007) of MSNs that alter their
capacity to processes information. However, one overlooked and underrepresented aspect of
MSN dysfunction in HD is how the pathological cascade alters striatal neuronal output, which
is a dynamic process critical for proper information throughput in basal ganglia circuits.

To help bridge this gap, we recently undertook the first-ever comprehensive assessment of how
HD alters striatal communication in behaving HD models. We found that MSNs from both the
R6/2 and knock-in (KI) mouse models, which differ in background strain, genetic construct,
and symptom severity (Heng et al., 2008), have drastically altered spontaneous firing patterns
compared to WTs (Miller et al., 2008). Because mouse models recapitulate multiple but varying
aspects of human HD (Heng et al., 2008; Vonsattel, 2008), it is important to extend these
findings to other relevant HD models.

Here we used a transgenic rat model of HD (tgHD) that carries a truncated huntingtin cDNA
fragment with 51 CAG repeats under the control of the endogenous promoter (von Hörsten et
al., 2003). TgHD rats exhibit an adult-onset neuropathological phenotype; however, behavioral
abnormalities, including a progressive cognitive, emotional, and motor symptomatology,
precede this event (Cao et al., 2006; Nguyen et al., 2006; von Hörsten et al., 2003).
Histopatholocial alterations include huntingtin aggregates in nuclei, cytoplasm, dendrites and
spines, axons, synaptic terminals, and mitochondria (Petrasch-Parwez et al., 2007). TgHD rats,
moreover, show selective striatal neuron loss beginning at about 1.5 years in female (Kantor
et al., 2006) and 1 year in male (Bode et al., 2008) tgHD rats. Thus, tgHDs closely resemble
the neuropathological charcteristics of human HD. We recorded from MSNs of tgHD and WT
rats as they behaved spontaneously in an open-field. Although no overt behavioral differences
were distinguishable between genotypes, marked alterations in coordinated firing patterns
emerged between the groups. Our results corroborate our previous findings from R6/2 and KI
mice and suggest that dysregulated MSN firing patterns are a cardinal feature of HD, regardless
of the genetic construct, phenotype, species, and extent of striatal pathology of the model.

METHODS
Animals and Care

Rats were sent to Indiana University from the University of Kansas, where a colony had
previously been established. Male homozygous tgHD rats and wild-type (WT) control rats
were used. The tgHD rats have a Sprague Dawley background and express a truncated
huntingtin cDNA fragment with 51 CAG (polyglutamine) repeats under control of the native
rat huntingtin promoter. Genotyping was performed at Erlangen University using tail samples
sent from the University of Kansas. On arrival at Indiana University, rats were housed
individually in the departmental animal colony under standard conditions (12-h light/dark cycle
with lights on at 06:00) with unrestricted access to food and water. Rats were allowed 1 wk of
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habitation before experimental procedures ensued. Five WT and four tgHD rats ranging in age
between 10 and 15 months with mean age of 12.0 ± 0.84 and 13.25 ± 0.75 months (P > 0.05),
respectively, were used. Both the housing and experimental use of animals followed the
National Institutes of Health guidelines and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee.

Surgical procedures
Rats were anesthetized with Ketamine (80 mg/kg) and Xylazine (10 mg/kg), and mounted in
a stereotaxic frame. The scalp was shaved, swabbed with betadine and 70% ethanol, and after
lidocaine (20 mg/ml) was injected subcutaneously, an incision was made at the midline to
expose the skull. A unilateral hole was drilled through the skull, the exposed dura was removed,
and multi-wire electrodes (see below for details of electrodes) were lowered into either left or
right dorsal striatum. Coordinates were +1.0 mm anterior and +2.5 mm lateral to bregma, and
4.5 mm ventral to the skull surface (Paxinos and Watson, 1998). The electrode assembly was
secured on the skull with dental acrylic and bound to three anchor screws. Rats were allowed
1 wk of post-surgical recovery, during which they were monitored for signs of pain and other
health complications.

Electrophysiology
Electrode assemblies were made in-house and consisted of 16, 50 μm Formvar-insulated
stainless steel recording wires (California Fine Wire Company, Grover Beach, CA) and two,
50 μm uninsulated stainless steel ground wires assembled in a custom fabricated hub. Electrode
impedance was consistently ~1 MΩ. The electrode assembly was small, light-weight (2.9 g),
and well-tolerated by the rats so that they could behave freely.

All experiments were conducted during the light phase of the diurnal cycle and were 1 hr in
duration. During recording, the electrode assembly was connected to a light-weight flexible
wire harness equipped with field-effect transistors that provide unity-gain current amplification
for each of the micro-wires. Rats were placed in a force-plate actometer (see below for details).
The force-plate was located inside a sound-attenuating and shielded recording chamber (61 L
× 51 W × 71 H cm). The harness was connected to a swiveling commutator, allowing the rats
to behave freely in the actometer.

Extracellular spike activity was routed through preamplifiers with 500 X gain, 154 Hz to 8.8
kHz band-pass filters, and digitized at 40 kHz (Plexon, Dallas, TX). This system and its
companion software Sort Client (Plexon) provide control over amplification, filtering, signal
detection, spike-waveform discrimination, and storage. Units were sorted online prior to the
recording session. Voltage thresholds ≥ 2.5 times background noise were established, and
waveform samples were collected to define a waveform template using principal component
analysis. The raw signal for each unit was routed to an oscilloscope and audio monitor to
facilitate unit discrimination by matching the analogue signal with the digitized template. To
maximize the probability that units consisted of only one signal, autocorrelation and interspike
interval (ISI) analyses for each unit was used to detect the presence of the absolute refractory
period. Spike 2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design (Cambridge, England) was used to
ensure unit isolations offline.

Force-plate actometer
The force-plate actometer is a computer-based instrument with high temporal and spatial
resolution and has been used extensively to measure open-field behaviors of rats and mice
(Fowler et al., 2001, 2007, 2009). For extensive details about the force-plate and methods for
processing the data please refer to Fowler et al., 2001. Briefly, the force-plate consists of a low
mass and highly stiff sensing surface plate measuring 42 cm on each side. Force samples from
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each of the four force transducers that supported the load plate were taken at a rate of 100
samples/s via a LabMaster interface controlled by a computer running custom written Free
Pascal software. Force measurement resolution was 0.33 gram equivalent weights, and
temporal resolution was the force sampling rate.

Force-plate-derived behavioral analysis
We used the force-plate actomoter, which also served as an open-field arena, to measure two
very distinct behavioral attributes: low mobility bouts (LMBs) and ambulation. LMBs were
defined as remaining in a virtual circle of 20.0 mm radius for 10.0 s or longer. Ambulatory
activity, which encompasses all behavior not defined as a LMB (e.g., locomotion, rearing) was
also quantified. Force-plate-derived measures of LMB and ambulation provide non-biased and
quantifiable data to investigate overall spontaneous open-field behavior.

Histology
To verify electrode placement in dorsolateral striatum, rats received Ketamine and Xylazine
(~2 X surgical dose) and a current pulse (30 μA for 5 s) was passed through each micro-wire
to mark recording sites. Rats were transcardially perfused with saline followed by 10%
potassium ferrocyanide [K4Fe(CN)6] in 10% formalin to produce blue deposits at the site of
the recording electrode (“Prussian blue” reaction). Brains were removed and cryoprotected in
30% sucrose dissolved in 10% formalin. The brains were then frozen, and coronal sections (50
μM) were cut on a sliding microtome and mounted on gelatin subbed slides. The sections were
stained with Cresyl violet and examined under a light microscope to confirm micro-wire
location. Only recordings with clear electrode placements in the recording target area (Paxinos
and Watson, 1998) were used for analysis.

Data analysis
Time stamps from neuronal data were analyzed by Neuroexplorer (Nex Technologies,
Littleton, MA) and custom written Matlab scripts (Mathworks). All analyses were performed
on single-unit data collected over the entire 1 hr recording session. Firing rate was calculated
by dividing the spike trains into 1 s bins (spikes/s). To assess spike-train variability, the
coefficient of variation of interspike intervals (CV ISI) was calculated by dividing the standard
deviation of all ISIs in a train by the mean ISI of the train. We used the Poisson surprise
algorithm to quantify burst activity (Legenday and Salcman, 1985). Here we used a minimum
burst surprise value of 5, which estimates that bursts occur ~150 times (P < 0.007) more
frequently than would be expected in a Poisson spike train with the same mean firing rate. The
surprise value provides an estimate of the statistical significance of each burst in the spike train.
Therefore, the surprise value is an index of how intense or “surprising” the ISIs of a particular
burst is compared with other ISIs in the same train. This method is a rigorous detector of bursts
because it is not sensitive to fluctuations in average firing rate and treats each spike train as an
independent entity. The method, moreover, has been well established for detecting bursts in
striatum and other basal-ganglia structures (Aldridge and Gilman, 1991; Miller et al., 2008;
Wichmann and Soares, 2006).

Coincident bursts were defined as bursts from two units that overlap in time (Lisman, 1997,
Miller et al., 2008). The mean time that bursts were coincident (coincidence duration), was
also calculated. Coincident bursting and coincidence duration were determined for each pair-
wise comparison in each session.

To assess correlated firing between two spike trains, cross-correlation histograms (CCHs) were
constructed for each pair-wise comparison (Perkel et al., 1967) in each 1 hr recording session.
All CCHs were constructed based on 1 ms bins and a ± 0.5 s time lag from the zero bin. The
CCHs were smoothed using a Gaussian filter with a bin width of 3. Significant peaks, which
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indicate correlated firing, were identified using a 99% confidence interval by assuming the null
hypothesis that each spike train is a Poisson process and that firing between neuronal pairs is
independent (i.e., flat cross-correlogram) (Abeles, 1982).

Statistical analysis
GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA) was used for all statistical analyses.
Parametric Student’s t-tests were used to compare age and behavior of rats. Mann-Whitney U
tests were used to compare firing rate, CV ISI, and bursting parameters between tgHD and WT
rats. Nonparametric statistics are appropriate because of the significant deviation from
normality and a lack of homogeneous variances in spike-train samples (Zar, 2009). Therefore,
our electrophysiological data represent the median of the mean values. Pearson’s chi-square
(χ2) test was used to determine differences in the proportions of coincident bursting and cross-
correlations with significant peaks between unit pairs in tgHD and WT rats. The alpha level
of significance was P < 0.05.

RESULTS
Force-plate-derived behavioral analysis

Our goal was to characterize overall firing patterns while rats engaged in spontaneous open-
field behaviors. We used a force-plate actometer to measure two distinct behavioral events.
Low mobility bouts (LMBs; each defined as remaining in a virtual circle of 20.0 mm radius
for 10.0 s or longer) predominated the sessions and represent periods of low activity.
Ambulatory activity, which encompassed all behaviors not defined as a LMB (e.g., locomotion,
rearing) and represents periods of behavioral activation, was also quantified. Force-plate-
derivation of LMBs and ambulation provide non-biased and quantifiable data to investigate
overall spontaneous open-field behavior. The percent time engaged in these measures was not
different between the genotypes (Fig. 1; P > 0.05). Therefore, our electrophysiological data
are not likely compromised by overt differences in open-field behaviors between WT and tgHD
rats.

Single-unit isolations represent putative MSNs
We recorded 34 and 38 individually isolated single-units from WT and tgHD rats, respectively.
Histological analysis confirmed that micro-wire electrode placements were in dorsal striatum
(Fig. 2a). Waveform amplitudes ranged from 50 - 100 μV and durations ranged from 0.5 - 0.8
ms. In addition, waveforms were asymmetric; the duration of the late positive phase of all
waveforms exceeded that of the early negative deflection (Fig. 2b). Analysis of peak and valley
widths indicated a common waveform shape in all cells. Although firing rate was somewhat
variable (see below), all neurons exhibited burst firing interrupted by periods of low firing or
near-quiescent activity. Indicative of burst activity, inter-spike interval (ISI) histograms
showed unimodal and positively skewed profiles (Fig. 2c). These waveform and spike-pattern
characteristics have been used extensively to classify extracellularly recorded MSNs (Berke
et al., 2004,2008;Costa et al., 2004;Courtemanche et al., 2003;Miller et al., 2008;Sharrot et al.,
2009). Thus, our units likely represent a homogenous population of striatal MSNs.

Firing pattern of individual MSNs
Our first analysis focused on spontaneous firing patterns of individual MSNs. A significant
increase in rate relative to tgHD rats emerged in WTs (Fig. 3a; P < 0.05). Consistent with this
finding, ISIs were shorter in WTs compared to tgHDs (Table 1; P < 0.05). However, spike-
train variability, which is measured by CV ISI, was not different between the genotypes (Table
1). Thus, although WTs had higher firing rates, the pattern of activity was equally variable
compared to tgHDs. Consistent with comparable CV ISIs, we found no differences in any other
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spike pattern metric, including bursts/min, percentage of spikes included in bursts, burst
duration, inter-burst interval, ISI in bursts, and burst surprise (Table 1). It appears, therefore,
that overall spontaneous firing patterns, other than rate, in individual MSNs are similar in WT
and tgHD rats.

Coincident bursting between MSN pairs
We next aimed to investigate the temporal relationship of bursts among local populations of
MSN unit pairs (i.e., all pair-wise comparisons for each animal). We previously found a
reduction in coincident bursting, which measures bursts that overlap in time between unit pairs,
in MSNs of R6/2 and KI mice compared to their respective WTs (Miller et al., 2008). Here,
we recorded a large number of unit pairs: 127 in WT and 137 in tgHD rats. Intriguingly, we
found a marked reduction in the number of coincident bursts in tgHD compared to WTs (Fig.
3b; P < 0.001). A separate χ2 analysis revealed that the distribution of coincident bursting
between unit pairs was also different in WT compared to tgHDs (χ2 = 33.1, P < 0.001). For
example, 99.2% of unit pairs in WT had at least one instance of coincident bursting between
each pair in the recording session. In contrast, only 75.2% of unit pairs in tgHDs exhibited
coincident bursts. Coincidence duration, which is defined as the mean time that bursts were
coincident, was not different (P > 0.05) between WT (0.30 s, 0.05 - 1.2; median, 25th - 75th

percentile) and tgHDs (0.27 s, 0.02 - 3.93).

Figure 4 shows representative examples of simultaneously recorded spike rasters recorded from
WT and tgHD rats. Note that WT spike trains exhibit somewhat faster firing rates compared
to tgHD trains (see Fig. 3a). Bursts are indicated by solid lines above each train. Coincident
bursting among many unit pairs is a clear feature of WT trains; a phenomenon that is nearly
absent in tgHDs.

Correlated firing in MSN pairs
Temporally coherent spike activity between MSNs is thought to be important for striatal
information processing and is likely driven in part by synchronized inputs from corticostriatal
fibers (Sharott et al., 2009). Interestingly, loss of correlated MSN activity is prominent in R6/2
and KI mouse models of HD (Miller et al., 2008) and may be attributable to dysfunction in the
corticostriatal pathway (Cepeda et al., 2007). Therefore, to investigate the temporal relationship
of spikes recorded among local populations of MSN unit pairs, we constructed cross-
correlation histogram (CCH) matrices for all pair-wise comparisons (same number of unit pairs
as above). Peaks that exceed the upper 99% confidence limit in the CCH indicate correlated
firing between pairs of units, whereas peaks below this limit are considered non-correlated
(Abeles, 1982). We found that a large proportion of unit pairs showed correlated firing in WT
rats (52.0%) and this was drastically reduced in tgHDs (19.7%) (χ2 = 30.1, P < 0.001). The
correlated activity, moreover, was not oscillatory; rather, the peaks were bimodal with
asymptotes near the zero bin. Representative CCH matrices for simultaneously recorded units
from WT and tgHDs, respectively, are shown in Fig. 5.

DISCUSSION
Our results indicate a marked disruption in coordinated firing patterns in dorsal striatum of
behaving tgHD compared to WT rats. This investigation took advantage of tgHD rats as they
recapitulate several important features of human HD (for review see Heng et al., 2008). For
example, tgHD rats exhibit an adult-onset HD phenotype, including slowly progressive
impairments in motor, cognitive, and affective behavior, nuclear inclusions, neuropil
aggregates, striatal atrophy, enlarged ventricles, and reduced striatal volume (Kantor et al.,
2006; Nguuyen et al., 2006; von Hörsten et al., 2003). Interestingly, however, behavioral
abnormalities precede polyQ recruitment sites and striatal atrophy (Nguyen et al., 2006), which
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is consistent with other models of the disease (Carter et al., 1999; Menalled et al., 2003; Slow
et al., 2003). We used rats at approximately middle age, which is a time that many of the key
HD phenotypes and pathologies develop in tgHDs (von Hörsten et al., 2003) and in the human
disease (Vonsattel and DiFiglia, 1998).

Although younger tgHD rats show no resting tremor, ataxia, clasping, dyskinesia, or seizures
(von Hörsten et al., 2003), at a time near middle age they begin to show discrete impairments
in performance on motor-skill tasks that measure fine motor coordination, such as rotarod (6
- 10 months) and beam walking (9 months) (Nguyen et al., 2006; von Hörsten et al., 2003). To
circumvent differences in behavior during motor-skill tasks, we recorded rats in an open-field.
The goal of our behavioral analysis was to ensure that MSN recordings reflected patterns of
neuronal firing during spontaneous gross motor activity (e.g., locomotion) and was not
compromised by differences in overt motor output between the genotypes. Force-plate-derived
analysis of open-field behavior revealed no differences in behavioral activation in tgHDs
compared to WTs (Fig. 1). Generally, the rats engaged in quiet-like rest interspersed with subtle
movements, including head movements and slight postural changes. These periods were
considered LMBs and defined as remaining in a virtual circle of 20.0 mm radius for 10.0 s or
longer. Ambulation occurred less frequently but often interrupted periods of LMBs. Our open-
field data are consistent with evidence that the motor phenotype of tgHDs is subtle and appears
later in disease progression unless tested on specific measures of motor coordination. It appears,
therefore, that differences in unit data are not a result of overall gross differences in behavioral
activation during recording sessions.

Extracellular recordings rely on waveform and spike pattern characteristics to determine the
putative cellular origin of units. Several criteria suggest that our neuronal sample represents
MSNs. First, MSNs are the most common neuron in striatum, accounting for > 90% of the
neuronal population (Bolam et al., 2000). Second, MSNs display asymmetric waveforms, in
which the duration of the late positive phase exceeds the early negative deflection (see Fig.
2B; Berke et al., 2004; Sharott et al., 2009). Lastly, MSN firing patterns exhibit bursting
interspersed with periods of low frequency or near quiescence (see Fig. 4; Wilson and Groves,
1981). These waveform- and spike-pattern profiles characterize our neuronal sample. In
contrast, tonically active neurons, which are the presumed cholinergic interneurons comprising
only 5% of the neuronal population in striatum (Graveland and DiFiglia, 1985), have high
firing frequencies, lack burst activity, and exhibit long duration and high amplitude waveforms
(Courtemanche et al., 2003; Sharrot et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 1990). We also discount the
possibility that parvalbumin-staining GABAergic interneurons contributed to our sample, as
they have high firing frequencies and short duration waveforms (Berke et al., 2004; Sharrot et
al., 2009). Based on these criteria, we classified our neuronal sample as putative MSNs.

Excluding rate, we found no differences in the firing patterns of individual MSNs between
tgHD and WTs (see table 1). We previously reported increased firing rate, and decreased burst
rate, percentage of spikes in bursts, and burst surprise in the R6/2 mouse model of HD relative
to WT (Miller et. al., 2008;Rebec et al., 2006). However, in the KI model, which is a more
subtle HD model (i.e., less rapidly progressing phenotype) than R6/2s (Carter et al.,
1999;Menalled et al., 2003), the only differences that emerged were the percentage of spikes
in bursts and burst surprise (Miller et al., 2008). It is likely that there were no differences in
individual MSN firing patterns in our tgHD rats because, like the less severe HD progression
exhibited by KIs, they have a late-onset and more slowly progressive behavioral and
pathological phenotype than R6/2 mice. Similarly, recordings from pre-frontal cortex in R6/2
mice has revealed marked differences in firing patterns of individual neurons that were
completely absent in KIs (Walker et al., 2008). Thus, it appears that the more subtle phenotype
of tgHDs correlates to a less severe striatal deficit in neuronal processing at the level of
individual MSNs.
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Higher firing rates in WT compared to tgHDs is intriguing. One explanation is an age effect.
For example, striatal neurons in aged (~24 months of age) F344 rats exhibit significantly higher
firing rates than rats at ~6 months of age (Stanford and Gerhardt, 2004). Indeed, firing rates in
our WTs were somewhat higher than what is typically reported (see Berke et al., 2004; Sharott
et al., 2009). This, however, does not explain the difference between genotype. Alternatively,
our neuronal samples in WT compared to tgHD could reflect different MSN populations,
although it is unclear if MSNs are differentially affected in rodent models of HD.

Despite similar firing patterns at the single-cell level, we found that coincident bursting was
significantly decreased in tgHD compared to WTs. Thus, it is not that tgHD MSNs loose the
capacity to generate burst activity, rather, coordinated bursting between unit pairs in local
striatal populations is altered. No difference in coincidence duration between genotypes (i.e.,
the duration of the overlap) supports this view. For example, when a coincident burst occurs
in either of the genotypes, there is no difference in the burst structure (e.g. burst duration, ISI
in bursts) of the unit pairs (see Table 1). Coincident bursts are thought to optimize neuronal
signaling between neurons by increasing the signal-to-noise ratio and avoiding synaptic
transmission failure (Lisman, 1997). It is conceivable that loss of coincident bursting in tgHDs,
and other HD models (Miller et al., 2008), deteriorates the quality of information transmission
between striatum and its targets.

Pair-wise analyses of the temporal relationship of individual spikes between MSN pairs
revealed that correlated firing is a prominent feature of WT MSNs that is reduced in tgHDs.
Similar to coincident bursting, correlated firing is thought to enhance the flow of neuronal
information (Abeles et al., 1994; Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001). Significant cross-correlations
between MSNs do not necessarily reflect a monosynaptic connection (Nowak and Bullier,
2000). Indeed, evidence suggests that correlated MSN activity is produced by synchronized
locking to excitatory input from populations of cortical neurons (Sharrot et al., 2009). This
explains the fact that pairs of inhibitory MSNs in our sample exhibited only positively
correlated peaks near the zero lag in the CCH (i.e., no significant negative correlations
occurred). Therefore, we suggest that altered corticostriatal communication, which is a major
problem in many HD models (Cepeda et al., 2007), may contribute to reduced correlated
activity between MSNs in tgHDs, as well as MSNs in R6/2 and KIs (Miller et al., 2008). In
light of this concept, we have previously shown reduced correlated firing in pre-frontal cortex
of R6/2 and KI mice (Walker et al., 2008). Because striatal neurons require temporally
convergent cortical excitation to bring them into a depolarized up-state to elicit firing (Wilson
and Kawaguchi, 1996), it is conceivable that loss of correlated activity in cortex could in turn
result in loss of correlated activity in striatum.

Overall, our results support our previous findings and suggest that loss of coordinated firing
patterns during spontaneous behaviors is a cardinal feature of HD pathophysiology. In fact,
these findings transcend differences in genetic construct, phenotype, species, and degree of
striatal pathology of the HD model. It will be important to identify the main factors that
contribute to altered neuronal firing patterns in the corticostriatal pathway so that promising
therapeutic strategies can be developed.
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Fig. 1.
Force-plate derived behavioral analysis. Behavior was coded as percent time engaged in either
LMB (each defined as remaining in a virtual circle of 20.0 mm radius for 10.0 s or longer) or
ambulation, which encompasses all behaviors not defined as LMBs) (see results for details).
There was no difference in LMBs or ambulation between the genotypes. (t-test, P > 0.05, n =
5 WTs and n = 4 tgHDs, mean ± SEM).
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Fig. 2.
Classification of putative medium spiny neurons (MSNs) in striatum. (a, left) coronal diagrams
of rat brain showing the location of histologically verified recording sites for each animal
(modified from Paxinos and Watson, 1998). Numbers indicate distance (mm) anterior to
bregma (ctx = cortex, cpu = striatum). (a, right) photomicrograph of a representative coronal
section showing the recording site (arrow) in striatum. (b) waveforms recorded from putative
MSNs isolated in striatum of WT and tgHD rats. The solid black lines represent the mean of
50 consecutive waveforms and the dotted gray lines indicate ± 1 SD. Waveforms from both
genotypes had comparable peak/valley widths and durations. (c) interspike interval (ISI)
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histograms (1 ms bins) corresponding to the units directly above in b. Note skewed profiles in
both histograms indicate burst firing.
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Fig. 3.
Firing pattern of MSNs. (a) Spike rate was higher in WT compared to tgHDs. (b) WT unit
pairs, (i.e., all pair-wise comparisons) displayed more coincident bursts than tgHDs. Data are
illustrated as box-and-whiskers plots. The box extends from the 25th to the 75th percentile with
the line at the median (50th percentile). The whiskers represent the minimum and maximum
values. (Mann-Whitney U test, *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001).
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Fig. 4.
Representative spike rasters from populations of simultaneously recorded MSNs from WT and
tgHD rats depicting instances of burst activity. Each horizontal raster represents activity from
one MSN, providing 8 MSN rasters for each genotype. The solid horizontal bars above each
raster define bursts. Note that both WT and tgHD units display burst firing. WT bursting,
however, is coordinated; thereby, engaging in coincident bursting among many unit pairs. Also
note the somewhat elevated rate in WT rasters compared to tgHD. To illustrate the temporal
structure of the population activity across the units, we calculated the global mean spike rate
for all units in each raster. By calculating the mean % difference in rate (0.1ms bins) for the
10 s period, we constructed a population activity histogram. It is evident by the large peaks
and long valleys in the histogram that the activity in WT mice is more phasic and that bursts
are coordinated across units compared to tgHDs. Note that the WT population activity
histogram does not reflect the overall ongoing spontaneous activity; rather, it illustrates
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population activity during a discrete period of coincident bursting. This activity, moreover, is
not apparent in tgHDs.
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Fig. 5.
Representative cross-correlation histogram (CCHs) matrices constructed from simultaneous
recordings of multiple MSNs in striatum of WT (a) and tgHD (b) rats over the entire 1 hr
recording session. The correlation matrices show all possible correlation pairs (bin = 1 ms).
The trigger units and the corresponding autocorrelation are in the top of each column and the
reference units are in the left column. Gray shading indicates all CCHs (i.e., excluding
autocorrelations). The horizontal solid bars in each CCH correspond to the upper and lower
99% confidence intervals, and the horizontal dotted bar represents the expected mean firing
rate. Note that autocorrelations are similar in WT and tgHD matrices. However, correlated unit
pairs (indicated by central peaks that exceed the 99% confidence interval) dominate the WT
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matrix and are completely absent in the tgHD matrix. Overall, WTs had more correlated unit
pairs than tgHD (χ2 = 30.1, P < 0.001). Interestingly, the CCH for unit 1 vs. unit 2 in the tgHD
matrix has a subtle, but non-significant peak.
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Table 1

Firing pattern of MSNs

WT tgHD

Median Percentile† Media
n Percentile†

ISI (s) 0.14* 0.06 - 0.19 0.21 0.11 - 0.56
CV ISI 1.40 1.23 - 1.61 1.44 1.19 - 2.05
Bursts / min 2.84 0.62 - 4.45 2.067 0.53 - 4.24
% spikes in burst ‡ 11.44 7.01 - 20.46 14.27 4.38 - 39.55
Burst duration (s) 0.59 0.35 - 0.81 0.57 0.30 - 1.11
Interburst interval (s) 20.76 13.24 — 34.91 23.93 12.23 - 51.21
ISI in bursts (s) 0.03 0.02 - 0.07 0.03 0.02 - 0.05
Burst surprise 7.35 6.72 - 8.54 7.53 6.23 - 10.22

†
25th to 75th Percentiles.

*
p < 0.05, significant difference between medians of WT and tgHD.

‡
% spikes in each session that were included in bursts
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